ATAF RECEPTION

ON THE OCCASION OF THE 5TH ATAF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ATAF COUNCIL – MR BABATUNDE FOWLER

AVANI HOTEL – GABORONE, BOTSWANA

TUESDAY 23 OCTOBER 2018

19h00 – 19h10 Delegates arrive

19h10 – 19h15 Introduction by the Programme Director
- Mr Raphael Kamoto – ATAF Director: Strategic Planning and Partnership, Monitoring and Evaluation
- Entertainment

19h15 – 19h25 Starters are served

19h25 – 19h45 Handover of the African Tax Outlook 2018 to participating Heads and Representatives of Revenue administrations and Group Picture
- Chairman of the ATAF Council
- Mr Logan Wort – ATAF Executive Secretary
- Dr Nara Monkam – ATAF Director: Research

19h45 – 20h15 Presentation of ATAF Awards by ATAF Chair & ES
- Category I – Former ATAF Council Members
- Category II – Former Outstanding Country Correspondents
- Category III – Outgoing SARS Secondee to ATAF
- Category IV – Annual ATAF Executive Secretary Award for Best Country Correspondent
- Category V – First ATAF’s Tax Essay Competition
- Category VI – Tax Experts

20h15 – 21h00 Dinner is served/entertainment
21h00  

Launch of the ATAF 10 Year Anniversary  
- Unveiling of the 10-year Anniversary Logo  
- ATAF 10 Year Anniversary Video

-END-

Director of Ceremony – Mr Raphael Kamoto